Fifteen delegates shall be elected each year to the NEA Representative Assembly. Delegates shall be elected as follows:

The SDEA/NEA vice president and treasurer for the three years following election to the office (SDEA/NEA Bylaws Article VIII – Sections 3 & 4)

Seven unit delegates elected by the voting members of each unit (SDEA/NEA Bylaws Article IX):

Western Unit – Two Delegates
Plains Unit – One Delegate
EGL (Educators Guiding Learners) Unit – One Delegate
Eastern Prairie Unit – Two Delegates
SEE (South East Educators) Unit – One Delegate

One minority delegate and five “at large” delegates elected by all active, active-ESP, and retired members of the Association (SDEA/NEA Bylaws Article IX).

In the event there is no elected minority delegate and/or no elected delegate to the NEA RA from one or more units, additional elected at large delegates shall be used to fill the state allotment of delegates.
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